STAMPS

& 12 Best Reasons
to Collect Them

Look inside to discover
stamp collecting...

#1 The World is Better off

Don Sundman
President –
Mystic Stamp Company

with More Stamp Collectors...

Stamp collectors are positive people and better informed than
non-collectors. Collectors know more because we learned about the
world, people, politics, and history from our stamps. We learned
how the European empires were changed by World War I and World
War II. We saw Africa’s journey from colonial rule to independence
on our stamps. We know who America’s heroes are and why they
are heroes.
I’m Don Sundman, president of Mystic Stamp Company. My
whole life has been involved with stamps – my Dad showed me
how meaningful and important stamps are when I was just a kid.
Stamps and collecting opened up a whole new world for me. I loved
collecting stamps then and still do – how they look in my album,
the history that goes with them, everything about them. Above all,
knowing that each tiny stamp has its own big story to tell.
Stamps and collecting stamps have made me a better person and
given me a more interesting life. I’m seldom bored because there is
always more to learn. I love spreading the joy stamp collecting has
brought to my life and I’d like to share it with you. If you’ll let me,
I’ll be your guide in the world of stamps.
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#2 Stamp Collecting

improves our quality of life...
It’s the perfect activity as we mature and grow wiser. Collecting
exercises our brain and there isn’t anything more important to our
quality of life than having a flexible mind.
Sometimes we collectors say we’re “working” on our stamps. but
that’s just a code word. We know what’s really happening is that
we’re playing and having a great time with our stamps, while we
discover more about our history, our country and ourselves.
Collecting is relaxing and at the same time stimulating. It makes
us happier and healthier. And most of all, collecting is fun. I’m
convinced it’ll make you a happier, healthier, more interesting person
who gets more out of life too! Turn the page to find out why...
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#3 Stamps are Fun...

Stamp collecting is fun because it’s personal – you collect
the stamps you want, the countries or topics you like, the way
you want to collect them, when you want and where you want.
There’s no right way or wrong way. My most important advice
is to collect what you like. You’re in charge. (Remember – my
talented team at Mystic is always here to help you. Our website
will give you some ideas too.)
With stamp collecting, you’re in complete control. It’s that
one corner of the world where whatever you say – goes. Your
stamp time is your own, a time to relax, escape the everyday
routine, and expand your horizons. And stamp collecting always
has something fun to offer... sorting, organizing, arranging and
mounting your stamps, acquiring new ones, and discovering those
behind-the-scenes stories that make stamp collecting so intriguing
to smart people like us.
Collecting stamps can be challenging and it’s always personally
satisfying. You’ll experience the thrill of the chase as you finally
acquire that special stamp you’ve been looking for and then
another and another... whatever your interest, stamps provide you
with an oasis of pleasure in an often hectic world.
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#4 Stamps are History...

Stamps are souvenirs of our past – history you can hold in your
hands. When we collect, you and I are preserving history for
ourselves and future generations. Just think, because of you and your
collection, someday others will better understand the past, important
social movements, or even our own time on earth. And because you
took the time to chronicle the events of a past era of American history,
or the heritage and customs of another nation, you’re preserving
knowledge in a little museum called your stamp album.
Every time you open that album, stamps take you wherever you
want to go in our nation’s past... the plains of the Old West, the far
reaches of outer space, the White House, the American Revolution,
the battlefields of the Civil War, and so much more. Stamps chronicle
19th- and 20th-century America like nothing else ever could.
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118 years old
Only 60¢ in Used Condition!

#5 Stamps Are Affordable...

Imagine owning a genuine U.S. postage stamp that’s almost 120
years old for as little as 60¢, like the one illustrated above!
A stamp’s price depends on how many were issued, how many
survive today, and how many have been snapped up into permanent
collections. That means even very old stamps can be affordable,
especially in postally used condition.
Used stamps have a real history and romance all their own. Who
knows where they’ve been and what news of momentous events
of the day they’ve carried? They could even have been used by
a President, prominent scientist, or beloved entertainer – the
possibilities are endless.
And you can afford all this history – isn’t it wonderful?
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#6 Stamps Are Valuable...

Some stamps are tremendously valuable. A stamp may be worth
thousands of dollars because it has a tiny printing error, or because
only a few examples survive. These stamps are fun to look at and
dream about, and maybe own one day. There’s a little bit of a
dreamer in every one of us stamp collectors, so we all imagine
owning a great stamp rarity or finding a stamp error hiding in our
collection. But even if you or I never discover a stamp error, we can
own hundreds or even thousands of beautiful and important stamps.
Every stamp has a story.
Quality stamps can grow in value. We both know our old
computers and other electronics are worthless after just a few years.
Best of all is that stamps give the gift of a fun and healthy hobby to us
and 20 million other Americans. And that means stamps are priceless.
The unique plate number block of the famous Jenny invert sold
for almost $3 million dollars in 2005. A single Jenny invert sells for
$300,000 to $1 million as I write this.
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#7 Stamps Are Travel...

Stamps trigger our imagination – allowing us to transport ourselves
around the world. They show us traveling the globe as well as taking
our first tentative steps into outer space... exploring the frigid ice
fields of Antarctica and the eerily beautiful landscapes of the moon;
celebrating the diversity of America from exotic Hawaii north to
Alaska, with the variety of 48 great states in between; discovering the
Pacific Ocean and blasting off aboard the space shuttle; flying across
the Atlantic to Paris with Lindbergh and floating above the clouds in a
lighter-than-air ship called the Graf Zeppelin.
You can satisfy your wanderlust just by sitting in your favorite
chair, opening your album and browsing among your stamps.
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#8 Stamps Are Art...

Owning a stamp collection is like having a miniature art
gallery right in your own home. Many older U.S. stamps are
masterpieces of the engraver’s art, while modern stamps use
innovative, multi-colored designs and even computer images to
get their message across.
U.S. stamps exhibit the work of artists like Norman Rockwell,
Georgia O’Keeffe, Peter Max, Winslow Homer, and Frederic
Remington, to name just a few. The portrait of every late U.S.
President is found on at least one U.S. stamp. So if you love
art, you’ll love stamp collecting. And remember, you’ll be
preserving these tiny works of art for future generations.
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#9 Stamps Are Important...

This is the world’s first stamp, the stamp that started a worldwide
communication revolution. In 1840, Great Britain cut the price
to send a letter by half! Mail volume more than doubled in the
year following the issue of this stamp called the “Penny Black.”
Commerce boomed, pushed by faster and cheaper communication.
Stamps are important not only because they enable us to
communicate through letters; they’re a statement about who we are
as Americans. They’re symbols of our struggles and our strengths –
of victory in war, progress in peace, and faith in the future.
Stamps are so much more than an acknowledgment that postage
was paid. Even non-collectors know in their hearts that stamps are
important and convey a special message. Brides use the love stamp
on their wedding invitations to mark this life-changing event. They
know the stamp is a tangible symbol.
Every country around the world knows the power of stamps to
communicate important ideas and connect with others. Just like
stamps reflect what’s good about America and symbolize our
diverse background and beliefs, values such as religious tolerance,
and our attempts to make the world a better place.
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#10 Stamps

Reflect Who We Are...
Like tiny mirrors, stamps reflect our history, our heritage and
heroes, as well as our culture and achievements. They reflect what
we as Americans feel is important, who we honor, what events
have shaped our lives and the lives of everyone on this planet.
Our accomplishments, hopes and dreams... conquering space,
discovering medical cures, preserving our environment, making the
world a more peaceful place. Stamps are a tribute to all this.
Stamps are a reason, and a way, to learn more about our history,
ourselves, and how we came together to form this wonderful
country that gives so much to people in crisis around the world.
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#11 Stamp Collecting

Exercises Your Brain...

Why are stamp collectors smarter? Well, partly because smart
people are attracted to stamps and their important history and
interesting stories. And partly because stamp collecting uses our
brain and expands our mind.
Stamp collectors know it’s just good sense to turn off that TV
and pull out our stamps for some mental stimulation. “Anything
that stimulates the brain to think” is good for us says Dr. Amir Soas
of Case Western Reserve University Medical School in Cleveland.
Television causes “your brain to go into neutral.” I know I want my
brain in drive, and I suspect you do too.
Stamp collectors have known for generations that to keep
something in great shape, we need to use it. Stamp collecting
exercises our brain while we’re having fun, discovering the
world around us, broadening our horizons, and a lot more. Stamp
collecting energizes our mind and fires up our brain cells.
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#12 Stamp collectors

live a long, happy and
healthy life

Nazi hunter and stamp collector Simon Wiesenthal lived 95
years. In 1948, unable to sleep from the anxiety he felt tracking
former Nazis, Wiesenthal visited his doctor. “He suggested that I
do something at night to take my mind off my troubles, and that’s
how I began collecting postage stamps,” Wiesenthal explained.
“My hobby has since given me many pleasant hours and helped me
to meet people in many countries.”
Wiesenthal is typical of collectors who live a happier and
healthier life. My father lived to 92. I know of many other
collectors active into their 80s and 90s.
Hobbies are good for our health because they help lower stress
and depression (risk factors for various diseases) and keep us part of
an active social community. Stamp collecting fills the bill because
it can be pursued without spending much money, doesn’t require
specialized tools, and there are many stamp groups (including
on line) to keep us involved with life no matter what our age.
We believe that the mental stimulation is good for exercising our
brains too.
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What can you collect?
Here’s a few good ideas...
If you need help deciding,
call us at 1-800-433-7811!
If you’re just starting out, or want to start a new collecting
adventure, consider…
United States Stamps are the most popular
because they show our history and our
heritage. Mystic likely sent you U.S. stamps
on approval in this mailing. You can also
order from Mystic’s U.S. Stamp Catalog online
at MysticStamp.com or call 1-800-433-7811
and ask for a free catalog.
America’s First Stamp
Worldwide Stamps – If you love worldwide
history or traveling from the comfort of home,
try collecting…
A country you’ve visited or want to visit –
collect the stamps of Jamaica for example,
and you’ll discover Jamaica was once a
British colony and lots more. You might even
like to collect…
A country where your relatives live or your
Jamaica
grandparents came from, such as Italy,
Germany, or Ireland. Call or write us and we’ll
send you some great stamps on approval.
Topical stamps are popular – You can build
a collection for any topic you can think of.
Interested in cars, space, sports, or animals?
Any topic you can imagine has its own stamp
and many topics are illustrated on lots of
affordable stamps.
Many collectors enjoy collecting stamps
honoring people, including Abraham Lincoln,
Pope John Paul II, Princess Diana, or even Elvis. Topical Space Stamp
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How do you get started?
Try Mystic’s free at-home approval service. We’ll send you
more stamps like the trial selection you received today with your
advertised offer and this booklet. If you want them, pay for what
you keep. Don’t want them? Just send them back so we can share
them with a fellow collector. There’s a little questionnaire enclosed
for you to tell us what kind of stamps you want us to send you.
And because I trust you, you get to look at the stamps before you
pay one penny!
Order Mystic’s U.S. Stamp Catalog and choose exactly the
stamps you want for your collection. Mystic’s U.S. Stamp Catalog
offers over 4000 different U.S. stamps, virtually every U.S. postage
stamp issued, in mint or canceled condition. The catalog is free.
Call 1-800-433-7811 and we’ll mail you the latest copy. It’s 140
pages and full of stamp stories, tips, and supplies to make collecting
more fun. Remember, collecting is all about what you want.
There’s no right way or wrong way.
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About Mystic...
Many folks are surprised to learn Mystic Stamp Company
has been in business for over 90 years, in a small village in
upstate New York. Since 1923, we’ve been working hard
to introduce the joy of stamp collecting to thousands of new
collectors.
Mystic is America’s leading stamp dealer because we
have lots of great stamps and fun ways to collect. And
because we treat people the way we want to be treated…
with honesty, respect, and friendliness. We’re proud of our
hometown values, our spotless reputation, and our great
customer service.
At Mystic we love stamps and stamp collectors. That’s
why 150 knowledgeable colleagues are waiting here at
Mystic to help you enjoy the world’s greatest hobby –
stamp collecting.

9700 Mill Street, Camden, New York 13316
Toll Free 1-800-433-7811 8:00 AM-6:30 PM Mon.-Fri.
www.MysticStamp.Com

